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Optical method using fluence or radiance measurements to monitor
thermal therapy
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We present data from a two-region~coagulated and native tissue! Monte Carlo simulation in
spherical geometry to assess the feasibility of using optical fluence and radiance information for
determining the boundary of tissue coagulation during thermal therapy. Our results demonstrate that
radiance offers directional sensitivity that might be useful in monitoring asymmetric coagulation
growth. Preliminary experimental data from fluence monitoring of radio-frequency kidney thermal
therapy further indicates that fluence information might be insufficient for determining the
coagulation boundary. Therefore, in addition to optical fluence, we are also exploring the potential
of radiance monitoring as a method for establishing the position of the coagulation boundary during
radio-frequency thermal therapy. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interstitial thermal therapy~ITT! is currently under in-
vestigation for the treatment of solid tumors. Thin nee
applicators are inserted into the tumor site and energ
with lasers, microwaves, radio frequency~rf!, or ultrasound.
The energy is absorbed heating the tumor site resulting
coagulative necrosis. Due to the complex and dynamic
ture of tissue properties of the tumor tissue during ITT,
development of real-time monitoring systems that can ac
rately detect tissue damage during the procedure and
serve critical normal structures is vital. Currently, tempe
ture sensors are commonly used to monitor and control
treatments. However, due to slow thermal conducti
patient-specific variability in thermal damage, and the ina
ity to directly sense tissue coagulation, temperature meas
ments alone, might be insufficient for assessing treatm
efficacy. Optical point monitoring, where light intensity in
formation is measured using interstitial optical sensors, p
vides near instantaneous response to structural changes
occur during treatment.1,2 This is due to the fact that th
scattering coefficient of tissue increases significantly~be-
tween 2 and 73! upon coagulation. The sharp contrast b
tween coagulated and native tissue led Iizuka3 to suggest that
ITT might be amenable to optical monitoring.

Continuous-wave optical information can be measu
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either in the form of direction-dependent intensity~radiance!,
L(r ,V̂) wherer is the radius from the source andV is the
solid angle relative to the radius normal, or directio
independent intensity~fluence! F(r ). The fluence~Wm22!
can be obtained from the radiance~Wm22 sr21! by integrat-
ing over all solid angles:

F~r !5E
4p

L~r ,V̂!dV.

Radiance measurements offer the advantage of directi
information but due to the lack of readily available radian
probes, we and others have primarily employed fluen
probes for ITT monitoring. However, recently Dickeyet al.4

reported that by attaching a small right-angle prism to
cleaved fiber, radiance information can be retrieved by p
forming a 180° rotation of the fiber. These authors employ
radiance measurements for photodynamic therapy dosim
The potential of utilizing radiance for monitoring of ITT i
yet to be explored. Optical monitoring is well suited to las
interstitial thermal therapies~LITT ! because the laser sourc
may act to simultaneously treat and provide optical ene
that can be detected for optical sensing.

We previously tested the potential of Monte Carlo~MC!
models to relate fluence changes to coagulation radius du
LITT with a single spherical source.5 Since the coagulation
growth around the fiber is spherically symmetric, the det
mination of coagulation volume can be modeled on
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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dimensionally~spherically!. This geometry allows for the ba
sic physics of the optical monitoring problem to b
investigated. However, for practical application the meth
needs to be extended to other geometries such as cylind
sources source which are more commonly used in ITT.

This article extends our previous MC simulation to i
clude radiance information. We also present preliminary
perimental data demonstrating fluence monitoring of rf th
mal therapy ofex vivo porcine kidney. Based on our MC
results, we discuss why radiance might prove advantage
over fluence data for this complex geometry.

II. PRINCIPLES OF OPTICAL MONITORING

For a spherical source of optical energy position
within homogeneous tissue, our MC algorithm models th
mal damage as concentric spheres of coagulated and n
optical properties centered at the source~inset of Fig. 1!. It is
assumed that the index of refraction of coagulated tissu
the same as native tissue. To mimic the ‘‘growth’’ of th
damaged region during heating, separate MC simulations
run for increasing radii of the inner ‘‘coagulated’’ spher
Next, changes in light intensity at a given detector posit
are plotted versus the inner coagulation radius. Since
extent of damage increases as a function of heating time
x axis ~damage radius! is effectively a measure of heatin
time with the horizontal scaling of the graph expanding
contracting depending on the rate of heating for a giv
treatment. Additional details of the MC simulation can
found in Ref. 5.

Figure 1 shows MC simulation results showing relati
changes at 2 mm away from a spherical source in fluen
radiance facing the source,L f5L(10°), and radiance facing
away from the source, La5L(170°). Native (ma

50.5 cm21, ms852.67 cm21) and coagulated (ma

50.7 cm21, ms8513.1 cm21) optical properties were chose
to simulate albumen phantoms, which have similar prop
ties as soft tissue.6 Prior to the coagulation boundary reac
ing the 2 mm point, there is a significant decrease~270%! in

FIG. 1. Simulation geometry~inset! and Monte Carlo results showing pre
dicted changes in fluence,F, forward radiance,L f(10°), and backward
radiance,La(170°), at 2 mm away from the source during LITT employin
a spherically emitting source fiber. The fluence behavior has been ver
experimentally~see Ref. 5!. Symbols are Monte Carlo results while the line
are fitted.
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L f . In contrast, the fluence andLa decrease less noticeab
indicating that at 2 mm, the majority of interstitial light in
tensity is traveling forward away from the source fiber. A
the coagulation radius passes 2 mm, a light trapping ef
causes an increase in the fluence~1150%!, and a more sig-
nificant change in theLa value ~1450%!. Here,L f remains
almost constant as opposed toLa in the previous case. Here
the implication is that the increase in fluence is due to p
tons traveling back towards the source fiber.

The differences between the two radiances are a resu
the highly forward scattering nature of light in tissue. F
small coagulation radii, the increased scattering propertie
coagulated tissue will have minimal effect on the bulk ra
ance distribution since photons scatter forward~away from
the source fiber! and readily escape the coagulation volum
Still, there is sufficient scattering to cause collimated photo
to diverge from their original straight-line path. Hence, as
coagulation front approaches 2 mm, it is primarilyL f that is
affected. After passing 2 mm, the increase in fluence
caused by photons that have scattered numerous tim
enough to reverse their initial forward direction. Cons
quently, La increases significantly whileL f remains rela-
tively constant following passing of the coagulation fron
The MC results show that compared to fluence,L f and La

offer increased sensitivity to an approaching and passing
agulation boundary, respectively.

The fluence results of the MC model have been valida
experimentally in well-characterized tissue mimicking alb
men phantoms6 and demonstrated excellent qualitative a
quantitative agreement~620%!,5 experiments are underwa
to validate the new radiance results.

III. MONITORING RADIOFREQUENCY THERMAL
THERAPY

Rf ablation has shown promise for the minimally inv
sive treatment of small solid renal masses.7,8 We are cur-
rently investigating a system produced by Radio Therap
tics Corp.~Sunnyvale, CA!, which delivers rf energy at 460
kHz via a LeVeen electrode~Radio Therapeutics Corp.! con-
sisting of an array of evenly spaced wire electrodes enclo
by a metal cannula. When deployed, the array appears s
lar in shape to an umbrella~Fig. 2! and produces a spherica
thermal lesion in tissue. A recent study in patients that
derwent radical nephrectomy following rf ablation show
that areas of viable tumor were present at the margins of
treated volume.8 The untreated areas were attributed to h
sink effects, abnormal tumor vasculature, and uneven rf
ergy distribution.8 We envision that optical methods migh
play a role in rf thermal therapy monitoring to ensure co
plete coagulation of the tumor volume.

We performed fluence monitoring of the coagulati
front in fresh ex vivo porcine kidney during rf therma
therapy using a previously developed protocol that delive
continuous rf energy until a coagulation-induced impeda
of 400 V was reached, which caused a cessation of po
delivery.7 Figure 2 shows a schematic of our experimen
geometry. The optical fibers and rf applicator were fixed
an acrylic jig for accurate positioning. A 2 mm diam dia
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nostic source fiber~Resonance Optics, Dennis, MA! deliver-
ing energy from a diode laser~Diomed, England! at 805 nm
and 0.5 W was positioned 5 mm from a 800mm diam fluence
sensor~Resonance Optics! positioned at 2 mm from the tip
of the rf electrode. The light source was positioned 7 m
from the electrode tip. The fluence sensor was attached
PDA55 photodiode~Thorlabs, Newton, NJ! that converted
the light signal to a photovoltage reading. The average o
photovoltage signals was read each second and display
real time on a PC. Following the treatment, the kidney w
cut open in the plane containing the optical fibers.

Figure 2 shows the changes in fluence measured du
rf thermal therapy of the kidney. The curve can be divid
into three regions:~I! 0,t,50 s, fluence remains constan
~II ! 50,t,180 s, fluence begins to rise slowly increasing
112%; and~III ! 180,t,240 s, a sudden and sharp fluen
increase with a relative change of;1225% was observed. I
is likely that the constant light intensity of region~I! indi-
cates that coagulation has yet to occur. The gradual flue
increase observed in region~II ! suggests the onset of coag
lation around the source tines. The sudden increase in
intensity in region~III ! possibly signifies that the coagulatio
front has passed or is close to the fluence sensor loca
Visual examination of the thermal lesion after the treatm
showed that the resulting coagulation boundary passed
fluence probe.

Unlike the LITT case, the complex evolution of the c
agulated region during rf ablation~relative to the diagnostic
optical source! makes prediction of the coagulation locatio
difficult. During LITT, a significant increase in fluence o

FIG. 2. Experimental geometry~inset! and measured changes in optic
fluence during rf thermal therapy ofex vivokidney.
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curs when the coagulation radius passes the sensor.1 How-
ever, for our chosen rf monitoring geometry, the coagulat
radius grows towards the diagnostic source~as opposed to
around it!, which could potentially cause an increase in fl
ence even before the front passes the optical sensor. He
for optical monitoring of rf thermal therapy, fluence alon
might be insufficient to predict the extent of coagulation.
such asymmetric problems, measurements of directio
light intensity might prove more useful.

IV. APPLICATION OF RADIANCE TO MONITORING OF
RF THERMAL THERAPY

Based on the MC results of Sec. II, we hypothesize t
employing a radiance probe rotating between 0° and 1
might provide the additional information necessary to det
mine the location of the coagulation radius during rf therm
therapy. We envision that prior to the coagulation bound
passing the radiance sensor,La would increase steadily a
the coagulation front approached the sensor, whileL f would
remain relatively constant. Using this approach, one wo
strategically place the radiance probe at a desired locatio
the final treatment boundary, and wait for a change in
forward flux caused by coagulated tissue between the se
and diagnostic source. We have recently constructed radia
probes and are in the process of designing an autom
rotation system for the application of radiance monitoring
rf kidney thermal therapy.
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